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Moeskær Tracy 906 might be our best 
breeding cow. She just keep 
producing the great ones every year. 
Her calves are always being picked 
out as the top favorites by visitors to 
the herd, for their tremendous quality 
and style. All her calves have either 
sold to top breeders or been retained 
in our herd. One daughter was 
Supreme Danish National Champion 
at the 2007 World Tour. Her 2010 calf 
sold England at 4 month of age.

Moeskær Tracy 906 is truly a
foundation cow in our herd and the 
kind we are building our herd around. 
This cow family has everything we 
want in our dams: longevity, milk, 
high weaning weights on low fed 
intake. The grandmother of Tracy 906 
kept producing top calves in our herd 
at the age of 16. 

Moeskaer Tracy 906

Moeskær Tracy 906 is a golden opportunity 
to get your hands on the very best genetics 
in our herd.

 WTK 26X Blitz 37A
WTK 37A Heston 017D
 BLHG LINC Special Delivery 13A

 WS Bond 3306 1ET
Moeskær Tracy 647
 ONHH R Tracy 21T 55Z

Moeskaer Tracy 1130
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Moeskær April 1084 is truly one of 
the greatest young cows in our herd. 
She was a show winner and now a 
tremendous producer. April 1084 
was Champion Hereford and Su-
preme Beef Champion Female at the 
Gammel Estrup Show and her two 
full brothers Moeskær Argon and 
Moeskær Mentor have dominated 
the Shows in Denmark for several 
years winning countless champion 
titles including Danish National 
Champion Bull. 
After her successful show career 
Moeskær April 1084 now continues 
to be a successful producer. Her first 
calf was Supreme Champion at the 
Hjorring Show and her second calf 
sold to England.
Moeskær April 1084 is a cow that 
combines show appeal and great 
breeding traits like tremendous 
milk, growth and muscle.

Moeskaer Fancy April 1084 

We plan to flush her to make her genetics 
even more influential in the herd. You can 
let her influence your herd with confidence.

 RU 20X Boulder 57G
Ta-Bar WLB Formula 035J
 Ta-Bar 12E Laura 135G

 Star Sinclair 9E
FCC 9E April 46G
 Kilmorlie PPH 23B April 722D

Full Brother: Moeskaer Argon 1090



ANL SBS 36N Pebbles ET 33R
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Pebbles 33R is a top cow out of the 
ANL Herd in Canada which we pur-
chased in the 2010 sale.
She has had an impressive show ca-
reer having won her calf class at CWA, 
Reserve Champion as a yearling at 
Bonanza and was Reserve Champion 
2 year old at the Canadian Western 
Agribition. 
The Pebbles cow family has had a 
large impact on the Hereford breed in 
North America and we are excited to 
be able to offer that same impact now 
to 
Europe.

 FCC 60G Maddux 4L
HF 4L Beyond 36N
 MISS 87D Fortune 707B 67J

 RU 20X Boulder 57G
SBS 57G Pebbles 40K
 Bar-E-L SBS Shimmer ET 22F

ANL Pebbles 33R 

EPDs

BW: 7.3
WW: 57.3
YW : 97.9
Milk: 17.8
TM: 46.5

Sire: HF 4L Beyond 
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Crystal is a young top-daughter 
by Remitall Governor who is one 
the top bulls that combines 
carcass traits, milk and plenty of 
volume. She comes from strong 
bloodlines on both sides. Crys-
tal’s full sister has won several 
livestock shows in Canada.

Crystal has played a major role 
in our breeding over thes year. 
We have thus flushed her with 
Moeskær Salute 994.

Crystal is also in demand in other 
herds. Embryos after her and 
Moeskær Salute sold to England 
and other European countries.

Moeskaer Krystal 1062 

 Remitall Casino 12C
Remitall Governor 236G
 Remitall Zermarvel 11Z

 Kilmorlie Delivernce ET 80U
Bar75 Krystal 80U 10Z
 Bar75 Lady 26S 25X

Sire: Remitall Govenor 236G



Moeskaer Kashmir 1086
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Moeskær Kashmir 1086 is one of our 
most popular and complete females. 
She is two time Danish National Grand 
Champion Female at Agromek as a calf 
and again as a cow. 
This powerful female combines femi-
ninity with incredible volume, muscle, 
and correctness. Kashmir is a frame 
score 7.8 and weighs over 1050 kg. 
The Kashmir family has a different 
lineage that is very safe breeding. Pedi-
gree includes both S&S Basic and Har-
oldson’s Raider.
Kashmir’s offspring are extremely pop-
ular with top breeders in Denmark and 
abroad. Contact us about availability of 
embryos or flushing Kashmir.

 JSF 37 271 Devo 23C
NS Keno 005
 GK Apollonia 834Z

 S&S Basic 1G
Golden-Oak 1G Kashmir 7K
 Golden-Oak 2Z Gleam ET 8G

Moeskaer Kashmir 1086

Moeskaer Kashmir 1220

Moeskaer Kashmir 1086



Moeskaer Etta 1154
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The Ette cow family have played 
a key role in the role in the Her-
eford breed around the World. 
Ette 2E dam of Moeskaer Ette is 
also the dam of Canadian Western 
Agribition
Reserve Champion Bull ANL SBS 
57G Frontier 4M  and ANL SBS 
122L Cattlelac who sold for $15000 
as a calf. 
Moeskaer Ette is a young cow 
with a tremendous udder, loads 
of milk and exceptional thickness 
all rolled into one. She is also one 
of the very few Beyond daughters 
in Europe.

 FCC 60G Maddux 4L
HF 4L Beyond 36N
 MISS 87D Fortune 707B 67J

 Walpole Cheque 2R
SBS Ette 2E
 LCV 11A MS Hustlette 54C

Moeskaer Etta 1154 

EPDs (estimated)

BW: 3.7
WW: 42.3
YW : 69.6
Milk: 15.8
TM: 37

Maternal Sibling: ANL SBS 57G Frontier 4M



Moeskaer Aretta 928
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We bought the Aretta family at the 
Remitall herd in 1998. 928’s dam is one 
of the very best daughters by Keynote.

Aretta 928 milks very well and has 
already produced many good calves. 
Remitall had two siblings to her in 
their herd. A brother, Remitall 
Engineer 25E was Res. Senior Bull calf 
Champion at Agribition and has bred 
many good animals Remitall.

Aretta 928 is one of the most consistent 
cows in the herd producing one of the 
top calves in the herd every year. They 
are heavy well muscled and deep 
bodied calves no matter what bull she 
is bred to. She is one of the only Nuff 
Said daughters in Europe, and has so 
much to offer any herd.

Dam: Remitall Aretta 51A 

 MM Pacemaker 073
LLL Nuff Said 45H
 MM Miss Master 977

 Remitall Keynote 20X
Remitall Aretta 51A
 Remital Wilma 37W

Sire: LLL Nuff Said 45H
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Kema 1155 is one of the best 
females in our herd. She comes 
from an extremely consistent cow 
family in Canada and the Harold-
son herd. Her Dam Kema 95K was 
Grand Champion at the Canadian 
Western Agribition in 2002. Kema 
1155 herself was calf champion at 
the Danish National Show.
Kema’s pedigree is back by two 
bulls that have had a large impact 
on the Hereford breed in North 
America Beyond and Headliner 
have produced several top ani-
mals. We are delighted  to be able 
to offer that same impact now to 
you for your herd.

 FCC 60G Maddux 4L
HF 4L Beyond 36N
 MISS 87D Fortune 707B 67J

 MSU Star Headliner
Haroldson’s Kema 95K
 Haroldson’s CU Destiny 2Z 

Moeskaer Kema 1155 

Dam: Haroldson’s Kema 

Moeskaer Kema 1155 as a calf
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Moeskaer Polled Herefords

Donor Females

Moeskaer Polled Herefords is established as the 
leading supplier of top quality cattle, semen and 
embryos in Europe.  We are able to export to most 
countries due to the high health status of the herd.  

We are happy to work we you on all inquires on any of 
the females listed in the brochure and any of the other 
donor cows in the herd.

Flushes will be conducted when cows are open and full 
terms and conditions are available upon request. We 
can also provide the largest selection of Hereford 
semen in the EU to choose from for any of the flushes.

Embryo inventory list can be made available upon 
request or also by checking out our website 
www.moeskaer.dk

Moeskaer Polled Herefords
Randers, Denmark

Phone: +45 86 49 46 48 Fax: +45 86 49 61 62
email: moeskaer@mail.dk

www.moeskaer.dk

UK Agent
David Ross

+44 7527 887261
davidmross@hotmail.com


